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INTER-SEPT was born out of the convergence of the words intersect and septem. Intersect, meaning 

to divide something by passing or lying across it, can be seen in the form language of our exhibition 

design. Septem, the Latin word for seven, represents the number of us. 

Design Story |  

INTER-SEPT
 Grad Show 2019

Grad School Project |  

 Description |  I participated in designing, building and breaking down an exhibition show at the Pasadena 

Convention Center.



Originally, our concept was a collaboration of two ideas: coexistence and intersections. We are all 

unique designers from different parts of the world with individual points of view, but we all seek to 

design for human interactions and reaction. 

Process |   

INTER-SEPT  Grad School Project |  



Materials |  

Grad School Project |  INTER-SEPT

We repurposed 80% of our exhibition materials, which we found existing in our department. We  

had stock piles of formerly used medium density fiberboard (MDF), plastic sheets, foam core board, 

particleboard, and etc. On display, my individual project was called Nesting: A Family Care Center for 

neurodiverse users in 2019.

Process |   Overall, my strengths were planning and shopping for building materials, production with hand and 

power tools, finding qualified help from friends and family, and installing lighting for our area.



After 55 years of experimenting, Trader Joe’s was expanding and updating its national franchise.

The theme was South Seas in the Caribbean. Design Story |  

Trader Joe’s
We provided shop drawings and built the millwork and casework with custom roll outs.

Professional Project |  

 Description |  



I finalized a Trader Joe’s complete product catalogue for all their items. The catalogue included part 

numbers and costs. We have two main competitors for Trader Joe’s stores and would like to help 

increase sales with the catalogue. We linked software for gathering material parts and providing cost 

estimates with shipping. I covered some sensitive information below on the image.

Task |   

Trader Joe’s
 

 Professional Project |  



Materials |  

Regularly, we had orders from Trader Joe’s and create efficient processes. We improved our 

departments to make transitions seamless. 

Logistics |  

Professional Project |  Trader Joe’s

We kept stock piles of maple plywood interior cedar plywood exterior, with a durable vinyl work 

surface and trimmed with red oak.



Mile high market- Trendy materials for 2020Concept |  

Little A Market was located in the Colorado Convention Center Description |  

Little A Market
Custom built retail convention space

Professional Project|  



To be safer, cost-effective, and more durable, I located and sourced local materials from pre 

approved vendors. Physical samples and confirmations of dimensions at the Little A Market 

were sent out and approved by the architect and clients. I sent my estimated material lists to our 

Purchasing Department.

Visualization |  

Little A MarketProfessional Project|  



I organized our vendors and made “living” excel file of information, prices and discounts on all my 

projects. I also created a materials library at the West Coast Fixtures Design Department to have 

samples on hand for approvals and references. I created tutorials with the directors to helped 

future projects and teammates to front load information. Lastly, I made transitions from taking the 

architecture drawings to create our own in house drawings and sending them to production more 

accurately.  

 As Built |  

Little A MarketProfessional Project|  



Carrabb’s Italian Grill- Orem, Utah
Remodel for an existing restaurant to upgrade retail and commercial spaces

Professional Project|  

Strengthen experiences that connect a fine champagne taste at a “beer cost” by using solid Ash 

wood tables at a family restaurant

Concept|  

Carrabb’s was going through a complete refresh for tenant improvements. Our in house design 

team customized solid wood or laminates furniture and fixtures which were built in our mill.

 Description |  



This sketch shows how much materials and weight of a 30” x 48” (1-1/4” thick) table top for one 

unit. This information is programed into our database for purchasing and inventory in order to roll 

out similar shaped table tops for current and future orders.

Sketch |  

Carrabb’s Italian Grill- Orem, UtahProfessional Project|  



We processed 10’ long solid Ash beams measuring 1-3/4” thickness into the planer machine in order 

to trim a 1-1/4” thickness. Afterward, the Ash beams were placed by wood grain variations and glue 

together to minimize warping.

Management|  

Carrabb’s Italian Grill- Orem, UtahProfessional Project|  


